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War, Psychological Effects of

forget scenes of horror from the war; difficulty concentrating or excessive ruminating; social isolation;
blunting of emotions; suicidal thoughts and plans;
and various signs of family stress. These may be
evident singly or in a variety of combinations; likewise the severity of reaction may vary from brief
and mild experiences to decades long, full-blown
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) . General
symptoms ofPTSD include reexperiencing the traumatic event(s) through nightmares, flashbacks, or
intrusive recollections; avoidance or withdrawal
from the outside world; and increased arousal, such
as exaggerated startle responses.
Children may provide additional patterns of responses. Since they are less likely to recognize their
stress-related problems or to speak directly about
them, effects may emerge indirectly in school work,
relationships with peers and with family members,
and in regression to behavior associated with earlier chronological ages. Reactions in young children in particular often mirror the reactions of their
parents. Little is known about the effects on children of actual participation in armed conflict. Psychosocial outcomes appear related to cultural definitions of childhood and associated role expectations,
social support, and degree of coercion in entering
combat. For example, an Afghani boy praised by
his community while fighting alongside family
members in a war declared holy by the local mullah may show few signs of war-related stress. In
contrast, a Mozambican boy forced by a guerrilla
combat unit to commit violent murders against unarmed civilians both to desensitize and to initiate
him may well suffer the full symptomatology of
PTSD and more.
Many children thrive in spite of war traumas .
This resilience in children is associated with good
social skills, high internal locus of control, good
problem-solving skills, social support from family
and the wider community, and stable and healthy
living conditions.
Communities also can experience resilience in
the midst of war through participatory community
development, even when they are forcibly displaced.
This has been demonstrated around the globe particularly in communities whose members work cooperatively and share a common religious faith. Attributions of collective efficacy result when social
systems are again established with known boundaries, social norms, and expectations; however,
power and decision making are shared among the
community's membership. This often results in
changed gender roles and can have a particularly
empowering effect on women.
Psychological effects of war are not limited to
stress reactions to traumatic events. They also include social psychological responses that initiate,
maintain, or reduce violent intergroup conflict. Psychological processes of perception, motivation,
emotion, identity, and social interaction are all relevant. For instance, perceiving events from one's

societal point of view only permits misperception
of adversaries' intentions and expectations, as was
the case in the Cuban missile crisis or the Persian
Gulf War. The social psychology of ingroup bias
can lead to exaggerating the positive traits of one's
own group while exaggerating the negative traits
of one's adversaries. Stereotyping adversaries' perversities results in perceiving them as less than human, permitting one no longer to identify with them
and consequently to treat them in ways one would
never wish to be treated. This was clearly evident
in the ethnic cleansing horrors in Bosnia. Likewise
psychological processes can lead to nonviolent solutions to conflict. These include encouraging conflicting groups to work cooperatively for shared
goals, nurturing realistic empathy to humanize and
create a more complex view of one's perceived adversary, and creating larger shared or overlapping
group identities, as are occurring today in Northern Ireland between Roman Catholic and Protestant communities.
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Watson, John Broadus (1878-1958). Father of
American behavioral psychology. Born and reared
in Greenville, South Carolina, he received an M.A.
from Furman University and then went to the University of Chicago, where he received his Ph.D. in
1903 and remained as an instructor. In 1908 Watson left Chicago for Johns Hopkins. Forced to resign from Johns Hopkins in 1920 due to adverse
publicity about his divorce, he subsequently entered the advertising business.
While he was in Chicago, Watson began studying the relationship between animal and human
behavior and helped found an animal laboratory.
This work was continued at Johns Hopkins . The
first published statement of his behaviorist views
was in an article entitled "Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It" (1913). Watson's most important books include Behavior, an Introduction to
Comparative Psychology ( 1914), Psychology from the
Standpoint of a Behaviorist (1919), and a semi popular book, Behaviorism ( 1925).
Watson led the revolt against introspection, the
study of conscious experience, which then dominated American psychology. He noted that intro-
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spection is not suited to the study of animals. An
avowed materialist, he objected to concepts such
as mind, consciousness, volition, and emotion, stating that psychology should be the science of directly observable behavior. Watson advocated direct observations of behavior and adopted the
conditioned reflex method of Russian physiologist
Ivan Pavlov.
A strong environmentalist, Watson believed that
the conditioned reflex is the basic leaming mechanism. His conditioned reflex method has come to
be known as classical conditioning or respondant
conditioning.
B. F. Skinner's research indicates that most behavior is operant rather than reflexive in nature
and that the conditioned reflex plays a much more
minor role than Watson believed. Genetic and other
biological factors also clearly play a much larger
role than Watson recognized. However, strict materialism and emphasis on the study of observable
behavior continue to characterize modern behaviorism, and Watson's role as the founder of American behaviorism remains secure.
R . K.
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Weber, Ernst Heinrich (1795- 1878). German physiologist who laid the groundwork for experimental
psychology. The son of a theology professor, he was
bom in Wittenberg. He completed his early studies at Wittenberg and was awarded the doctorate
in 1815 at Leipzig, where he spent his entire career,
teaching anatomy and physiology from 1817 until
his retirement in 1871.
Weber made contributions to all areas of physiology. His publications include research on the physiology ofthe circulatory system, the ear, the eye, the
liver, and especially the skin. He published a Latin
monograph, On Touch (1834), and an article in Wagner's Handbook ofPhysiology (1846) in which he further elaborated his findings on the skin senses. Although both are now considered classics, his findings
attracted little attention until the publication of The
Sense ofTouch and the Common Sensibility (1851).
In On Touch Weber announced his discovery of
what came to be lmown as Weber's Law. This was
a statement of the first quantitative law in psychology. Weber set out to determine the smallest difference between two weights that could just be discriminated, the just noticeable difference. He found
this to be not a given value but a constant ratio. For
example, if the ratio is 1:40, a weight of 41 grams is
reported as being just noticeably different from one
of 40 grams. Weber conducted experiments on other
senses and found other ratios but generally found
the ratio was a constant within any sense. Although
he did not realize it at first, this was the beginning
of psychophysics, later developed by Eachner.

Weber also determined the accuracy of the twopoint threshold, the distance between two points
needed before subjects report feeling two distinct
sensations. If the distance is less than this threshold, subjects report feeling only one point; if more,
they report two points. He found that the two-point
threshold differs in various parts of the body, that
it is very small for the fingertips and large for the
back. This was the first systematic, experimental
demonstration of the threshold, a concept widely
used in psychology even today.
He also contributed articles on the improvement
of medical education, emphasizing the need to
adopt scientific methods. He urged the application
of scientific findings and was a cofounder of the
German Polytechnic Society.
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Wechsler Intelligence Tests. The Wechsler Scales
are a collection of intelligence tests for children and
adults. Created by David Wechsler, these scales are
the most commonly used instruments for providing intelligence quotients, or IQs. Three types ofiQ
scores are provided: a full-scale IQ, which is a measure of overall intellectual functioning; a verbal IQ,
which represents auditory-vocal intelligence; and
a performance IQ, which reflects visual-motor ability. To calculate IQs, examinees' scores are compared to persons of their age group, resulting in an
average IQ score of 100.
The verbal IQ measures the overall ability to distinguish between subtle differences in verbal concepts and the ability to synthesize words so that
they convey developed thought processes. There
are six verbal subtests. The information subtest
measures acquired knowledge and long-term memory, while the similarities subtest assesses abstract
verbal reasoning ability. The vocabulary scale taps
the ability to verbalize the meaning of words, and
the comprehension subtest measures social judgment and common sense. The arithmetic scale focuses on the ability to concentrate and focus, and
the digit span subtest measures immediate auditory memory, attention, and sequencing.
The performance IQ is determined by subjects'
abilities to respond quickly to various tasks involving visual-motor skills and nonverbal reasoning. They include picture completion, which
reflects the ability to detect visual detail; coding/digit symbol, a measure of visual-motor speed,
a ttention, and concentration; picture arrangement, which focuses on perceptual organization
and logical sequencing ability; block design, which
measures logic and reasoning in spatial relationships; and object assembly, which taps the ability to synthesize concrete parts into meaningful
wholes .
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